
Director GSI Pain/Peds Franchise, Johnson & Johnson

We open your eyes to unexpected and untapped opportunities. 
With the inspiration of people-focused learning and renewed clarity 
about the world you operate in, we take research a step further.  
We help you define your strategy and make the right decisions. 

With a better, integrated understanding of the different 
people your business impacts, what could you achieve?

We blend commercial vision with human empathy, 
curiosity and creativity, to unlock your potential.

Commercial strategy isn’t just about supporting decisions with cold, 
hard data. It’s about spotting the opportunities that will lead to long-
term, sustainable business growth.

We work closely with business leaders and investors to deliver a 
360° view of the commercial health of the business and harness 
collective intelligence.

−   Brand and category  
strategy

−   Portfolio, innovation  
and communication  
strategy

−   Sales and channel  
strategy

We see business potential through a human-centric lens

Research

Insight based evidence 
and inspiration  

We Think People First 

We are a human-centric 
strategic consultancy

Strategy

Commercial decisions 
and business strategies   

Planning

Marketing strategies  
and implementation plans   

−   Qualitative and  
quantitative primary  
research

−   Synthesis and  
secondary research

−   Analytics and modelling

−   Behaviour change

Specialisms:

−   360-degree synthesis  
of primary and  
secondary data

−   Commercial analysis  
and modelling

−   Trends analysis and  
scenario planning

Specialisms:

−   Microsoft Showstopper of the Year award winners 2021

−   MRS Awards 2020 Insight Management Finalist

−   MRS Awards 2020 Healthcare Research Finalist

−   AURA Agency of the Year 2019

−   AURA Commercial Acumen 2019

info@incite-global.com

incite-global.com

Awards What can we do 
for you?

Specialisms:

A trusted partner

“Incite is an invaluable partner – an extension 
of our team. One of their many strengths 
I appreciate most is their ability to run 
engaging and productive workshops that far 
exceed my expectations.”

It takes experience, insight, and expertise to create strategies and 
plans that make a difference. 

Incite synthesises market, consumer and internal data, while 
harnessing your team’s knowledge and energy to set the direction 
and get the ball rolling.  Why? Because when everyone moves 
forward together, success takes care of itself. 
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